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MOVYis3 - An end to class barriers.

MOVYis3 stands for a sitting comfort usually only experienced in first class. Refreshingly
unconventional and future-oriented in design. Innovative in the choice of materials. Convincing
performance. Like every other Interstuhl, its design, function and ergonomics all contribute to a good
sitting experience. 

Designers Andreas Krob and Joachim Brüske created the MOVYis3 chair to look as if it was cast from
a single mould. They started from the premise that good design and outstanding technology do not
have to be expensive, and came up with a shape with a completely distinctive appearance that
stands out dramatically from the crowd of similar-looking chairs, with its seamless transition of seat,
armrests and backrest. The new shape with its very pure design makes this light and transparent
looking family of chairs from interstuhl particularly attractive. 

Aesthetics and functionality are not the only special features of MOVYis3; the price-performance
ratio is also in a class on its own. 

With MOVYis3 no one has to compromise. Certainly not in terms of top-quality sitting comfort. To
provide this best-possible sitting comfort, there is a synchronous mechanism with Body Float effect.
This allows weight regulation that is very easy to operate, with a wide range of adjustment. The seat
moves softly downwards, and glides backwards with a gentle flowing motion, without the front edge
of the seat lifting up at all. At the same time, the lower part of the backrest moves to make contact
with the lumbar spine. This provides a totally relaxed - and so totally comfortable - sitting sensation,
completely in tune with the natural movement of the body. The way the mechanism moves
promotes the healthy change between individual sitting positions, without allowing any gaps in the
sequence of movements. It is possible also to opt for the mechanical seat depth spring action, seat
inclination adjustment and lumbar support. 

The ergonomics of the armrests leaves nothing to be desired either: they are height, width and
depth-adjustable, and can be swivelled. 

MOVYis3 is a miracle of flexibility. It is found in the office and in home-working spaces. In the
conference room and in the cafeteria. Everyone is pleased to have a MOVYis3 on castors for project
work. In the meeting room and in the accounts office. In the architect's studio or the tax office. Men
and women, of any age. MOVYis3 fits every situation. 
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Ever since Interstuhl was founded, the subject of the environment has played a very important part
in the company, long before it became the focus of public attention. MOVYis3 now fulfils very
stringent requirements - the recycling rate is 98.5 per cent. Wherever possible, materials are used
that consist to a large degree of recycled materials. Various environmental labels testify to the high
standard of sustainability. 

Together, these characteristics have moved MOVYis3 forward, in terms of ergonomics, technology
and the environment, into a field where thanks to its attention to detail, it is difficult to match in this
price range. So MOVYis3 represents a genuine alternative to the interchangeable "me too" chairs in
the mid-price range. MOVYis3 offers sitting solutions superior to any others that have previously
been on offer in this segment of the market. It offers more than others in this price range. In design,
function and ergonomics, it precisely fulfils the demands of this user group, and enables them to
work even more creatively, efficiently and enthusiastically. 

All in all, this is a highly authentic product with unique recognition value, and with perfect
ergonomics. 
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